Improvement proposal - new ideas on betterment
and executions
Solution for elevated competitiveness, prosperity and profit
Betterment is any change, that amp up availability and uniqueness firms and its product
or of services for her client and bears effects in form elevated bilk out of and profit, an
increase in of a number of and loyalties client and an increase in share in the market.
Improving is law suit, benefiting local knowledge and solving above all local
difficulties. as contrasted to innovations insists executions short time (for weeks) and have an
statistically as far as 90% fruitfulness.
To implementation improvement proposal and by other betterment can used how
attainment expensive examination and developments, such all sorts of brainchild and
improvement proposal, practicals implementation elfin other larger betterment and change,
part adaptation or else harnessing patents, licence under a patent and the like.

Advantages timeous solution improving here and now and carry off:
• economy costs / material, raw materials, energy, personnel concerned, laundry, transport,
abbreviation time, streamlining technological processes of fabrication, distribution and consumption,
• elevated profit / bilk out of, of a number of client and users to, order, breeding, assortment, exported
goods, quality, making, utility also esthetic values product, safety, environmental friendliness etc …
• solution trouble and difficulties / deterrence likely hazards and imperilment losses fruit, abridgment
or risk elimination and losses actual location or decommissioning from market,
• other advantages / an increase in competitiveness, lead ago competition, higher prosperity and
cachet firms, bigger hold over market, decommissioning competition from market, global increase in
volume and the like.
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All’s can be figure out better off, cheaply, more plainly, faster and
effectively now
Using (also of my) new original ideas, vision and know-how can solve almost every
problem, because nothing is perfect and even the current news is already out of date and can
be improved.
Advantage is contingency combinations and synergy any more each other coherent
acitivities and their contemporaneous implementationat a blow, guaranteed it is i
exclusiveness and confidentiality.
All these activities can be realized in relatively short time (according theirs
costingness), during which time costs are only broken number that, what can be by this one
acitivities carry off. Decision is only up to you.
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